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A corrigendum on

Correlated activity supports efficient
cortical processing
by Hung, C. P., Cui, D., Chen, Y.-p.,
Lin, C.-p., and Levine, M. R. (2014).
Front. Comput. Neurosci. 8:171. doi:
10.3389/fncom.2014.00171

In the original article, in the second para-
graph of the Analyses section, there was a
typo in the description of “soloists” that
are based on the median 30%ile. They
are the 35–65%ile, not the 45–65%ile as

previously reported. In addition to the 2nd
paragraph of the Analyses section, the typo
also appears in 3 other places: Figure 2 leg-
end, 1st paragraph of Results, and in the
second paragraph of “Correlated Neurons
are Mostly in Output Layers.”

The authors apologize for this error.
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